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Like the Ripples of a Stone Thrown into Water, Our Work
Has a Profound Effect
A Message from Barbara Faron
Chief Executive Officer
I have been pondering what it means to lead your best life.
In 1981, early in my career, I began working at Federation of
Organizations. At the time, many people with mental illness were
living in adult homes on Long Island, some after decades of being
institutionalized. I recall vividly that from the very start of working at Federation, we
supported the notion that people can return to their community settings and, with
flexible support, enjoy a good quality of life based on their interests.
Our first program in helping people who had been released from psychiatric hospitals
was to employ 12 individuals as senior companions. They engaged in purposeful work,
making friendly visits to hospitals, advocating for others with disabilities and referring
people to much needed resources.
About a year ago, one of our managers at Federation told me a personal story. When he
was a child, his grandmother would care for him while his mother worked. Turns out, his
grandmother was among the 12 senior companions in that inaugural program.
He recalled going with his grandmother to visit people in the hospital. His grandmother
was the only one of the companions who had her own apartment. Here’s what really
surprised me: After work, instead of going back to their respective adult homes, the
senior companions would gather in his grandmother’s apartment. They formed an
informal social network among themselves, out of work hours, where they were able to

enjoy each other’s company and be friends.
Back then, no one had any idea the 12 companions were furthering their own growth
after work by creating a solid support group for themselves, coming into contact with
their own efficacy. I’m so glad the manager told me this story. What’s remarkable is that
he has seen our work from the context of growing up with it, witnessing how the lives of
these companions touched the lives of others and each other. It reinforces the notion
that leading your best life is far more fulfilling when done in the company of others than
if kept in isolation, set aside.
Often, we don’t even realize the full consequences of the work we do in supporting
individuals with disabilities. Just as when you throw a stone into water and it creates
ripple upon ripple and eventually a wave, the effects of our work may not be fully evident
on a day-to-day basis. Let me assure you, our efforts are creating ripples that are making
the world a better place.
Thank you to our staff, most sincerely, for your extraordinary caring and support of the
people whose lives we touch.
Wishing everyone a wonderful, safe Fourth of July!
Sincerely
Barbara Faron

6th Street Residents are Ready to Vote!
While many people take voting for granted, it is
something often overlooked when it comes to people
with mental health issues. When a few residents at the
Frank Padavan 6th Street Residence expressed the
desire to vote, staff members made it possible.
On April 16th, HeadCount came to 6th Street for a
Voter’s Registration event. Seven residents registered
to vote, marking a significant step in their integration
into the community.
“Voting is something that isn’t reinforced in the community for people who are
marginalized,” said Kelly Smith, Director of Residential Services. “This event was about
normalizing our residents to the community, allowing them to do things that they might
not have been stable enough to do in the past.”
Two residents expressed what it feels like to be a registered voter:
“Happy I can vote now because for years I wasn’t sure how to, and really wanted to,”
said Albert R.
“Glad I am now able to vote,” said Freddi H. “Really makes me feel like I am a part of the
community.”

Dining at Carmine’s Provided a
Meaningful and Delicious Activity for
Residents
Staff members in Federation’s Supported
Housing Program are continually coming up
with meaningful activities to help residents
develop social skills, connect with the
community and enrich their quality of life.
As Ilyasah Simpson, Program Manager,
Supported Housing Team G, contemplated
activities, she recognized that residents talk frequently about their hopes and dreams.
She began making notes, then created a survey of the most prominent items on
residents’ bucket lists – things that would engage them socially, enhance their
relationships with others and provide a normalizing experience in the community.
Federation’s Supported Housing residents were given the survey. When the results were
tabulated, the most popular choice was fine dining. Simpson said that for some people,
especially those who had lived on the street or in the shelter system, dining out was
rarely done.
That led Federation’s staff to organize a restaurant outing that residents are still talking
about! “We chose Carmine’s Italian Restaurant in Times Square in New York City,
because it offers family style dining,” Simpson said. “The atmosphere gave people a
chance to develop relationships and have conversation.”
The 17 who participated enjoyed a wonderful array of dishes, including Caesar salad,
shrimp parmesan, chicken parmesan, penne pasta and salmon. For dessert, there was
scrumptious cheesecake and delicious tiramisu. Simpson said that residents are still
talking about how much they enjoyed dining at Carmine’s. She is confident that it helped
raise residents’ morale and increased self-esteem. After all, for some, it represented
many firsts: First time in a restaurant. First time dining formal style. First time eating
tiramisu!

Colleen Jeffus Named Adelphi Field Educator of the Year
This past May, Federation’s Colleen Jeffus was
awarded the Field Educator of the Year by Adelphi

University. Colleen serves as Program Manager of
Federation’s Patchogue PROS program and has
been with the agency since 2013, first as an intern
and then full-time in 2014. Colleen was nominated
by Kristin Lyons who has just finished her
internship under Colleen in the PROS program. We
sat down with Colleen to talk about her experience
here at Federation.
What do you love about your job?
I love that I am able to see such growth in people
from September to May. I really love helping people
and seeing the work they put in. It has always been
so rewarding to see the progress with the clients
here.
Why did you volunteer to be a Field Educator?
I’m an Adelphi alumnus. Once I hit my second year working I knew I wanted to be a
field instructor because I really appreciated my own first field instructor. I had a
really good experience and I appreciated that she helped me see my own
strengths. I wanted to be able to do that for other students. I really wanted to give
back and I also really love to teach!
What do you love about being a Field Educator?
I love helping the students see their owns strength. A lot of times they come in
very unsure of themselves. They have the skills, but they’re not confident. But with
time and practice, they see they can handle it. I like shining a light on it and
showing them that they can do this.
What are some challenges students face today?
I would say having the self-confidence to be able to handle an awkward or difficult
situation. Or knowing how to respond in groups or in one-on-ones. Once they get
the hang of it and realize that there’s no perfect answer or perfect solution to a
crisis, it’s like a light is switched on and they get the hang of it.
What is one piece of advice you would give to social work students?
Social work school is about resilience and not just about intelligence. You don’t
have to memorize everything and go entirely by the book. Each situation is
different. Once you get that gut feeling you will be a lot more confident and can
think outside the box. When you can do that, you can handle anything.
What do you wish for the members in your program?
I wish that they see what we see. Many times their foundations are skewed
because of their difficult upbringing. I wish they could see their own resilience and
capabilities like we do. People go to therapy and they think we fix them. We don’t.
We shine a mirror at them and let the see what they have in themselves. We help
them see their own strength and show them how to use it. That’s my favorite part.
Congratulations Colleen! We are proud of your achievements and
 thank you for all you do here at Federation!

Self-care Day Was a Big Hit at Patchogue PROS!
A little pampering can go a long way in relieving stress, as Patchogue PROS

members discovered during a recent “Self-care Day.”
From putting on face masks to creating sensory sticks out of water, oil and glitter,
members had fun as they let their tension melt away. They made squishy stress
relievers by pouring flour into balloons. They found that something as simple as
coloring can be relaxing. Flavored water with fruit was offered as a healthy
alternative to soda. They also listened to music to soothe the soul.
“There was some resistance at first and shyness,” said Colleen Jeffers, Program
Manager, Patchogue PROS. “And then people began coming out of their shells and
talking with others and enjoying the event.” At the end of the afternoon, a round of
applause erupted for our six PROS interns who came up with the idea and created
a memorable experience for members.

The Many Milestones of Abigail C.
It’s only springtime, but already 19-year-old Abigail C. has accomplished so much
this year! She went to prom, graduated from high school and is setting her sights
on college. Abigail’s dream is to become a veterinary technician.
Abigail has been living at our Massapequa Community Residence since 2018.
“There were many times when Abigail felt that no one was in her corner,” said
Stephanie Purka, Program Supervisor. “When she came to us, that feeling changed.
We are here, and we are making a difference.”
Despite mental health disabilities, staff members helped Abigail maintain a
positive attitude. When she was bullied at school, Federation staff talked with the
administration and encouraged Abigail to stay focused on her studies. A hard
worker, she passed her courses.
Going to prom was something Abigail had never before imagined. With
encouragement, she found the courage to join her classmates and celebrate the
occasion. Her parents bought her a dress and her aunt did her makeup, and she
ended up having a great time.
Abigail’s story is an inspiration for many who face challenges. And, Purka noted,
Abigail is effusive in expressing thanks for Federation’s guidance every step of the
way.

Volunteers Felt Overwhelming Appreciation in April
April is National Volunteer Month. Once again, it
was an opportunity for Federation to show its
Junior and Senior Companions how valuable they
are to the organization and the people they visit.
Word on the street is that 2019 was the “best
volunteer appreciation month ever!” That’s what
Dennis Bulger, Supervisor of the Jr./Sr. Companion
Program, is hearing from volunteers.
Every week of April, Federation staff showed
appreciation to the companions in ways large and small, public and private.
There was an outing to the Long Island Aquarium in Riverhead, where volunteers saw sea
lions, penguins, birds and butterflies. “It was a big hit,” Bulger said. A Chinese buffet at
a local restaurant was a smashing success, especially when each volunteer received a
personalized plate that contained a humorous superlative, such as “Youngest
Companion,” “Best Mustache” and “Most Likely to Wear a Cape.” In another outpouring
of appreciation, staff members wrote personalized thank-you cards to each volunteer and
handed them out privately.
Thanks to all the staff who made our volunteer companions feel appreciated.
Understandably, Bulger is somewhat concerned about next year: “I don’t think we’ll ever
top this past National Volunteer Month,” he said.

Take Me Out to the Ballgame!
It was the New York Yankees versus the
Detroit Tigers at Yankee Stadium on
April 2nd. In the roar of the crowd were
four of our Frank Padavan 6th Street
residents, rooting for the home team.
While the Yankees didn’t win, everyone
had a grand time!
“I really enjoyed myself,” said Lance L.
“It was great experiencing something
different because I had never been to a
Yankees game.”
Nadine S. agreed: “It was great going to
the game and doing something out of
the routine day-to-day activities.”
David Gerges, a Rehabilitative
Associate at Federation, pointed out the
value of such community outings and
their importance in supporting recovery
and building social skills. “It was great
seeing the clients out in the community

and seeing them implement some of
the skills they have worked on with
staff at the Residence,” Gerges said

Motivated and Independent, Thomas M. Makes a Great Impression
Nearly every morning, Thomas M. gets up early, walks to a 7-Eleven or another local
store and often finds himself in a discussion about sports. Thomas, who will turn 60 this
year, has been making great strides in his level of independence since coming to the
Glen Cove Community Residence in November 2015.
Diann Beharry, Program Supervisor, said that Thomas has been diligently developing
positive skills since moving to the residence.
“He’s been a very positive influence,” said Beharry, adding that “his motivation to do
better and get better“ is making an impression on everyone at the residence. “He is very
helpful in keeping the house clean and has worked to develop assertiveness and
advocacy skills.”
In another measure of independence, Thomas has a treatment plan and is consistent in
scheduling and keeping his appointments. He takes his medication on his own and is
knowledgeable about the side effects.
“It’s the motivation and sometimes the small steps every day that lead a resident to the
next level of residence,” Beharry noted.
Congratulations to Thomas for setting such a strong example of perseverance and
motivation. We wish him all the best on his journey toward independent living!

Eugene Has a Positive Influence on His Housemates
The power of one individual to make a difference in the lives
of others is evident in Eugene, 44, who came into
Federation’s Apartment Treatment program in May. Since his
arrival, his positive spirit has brought smiles to the faces of
his housemates. Eugene loves to play his guitar, sing and
make up songs that bring joy to others. He is also
meticulous about cleaning and enjoys cooking healthy
meals, particularly potatoes, steak, and seafood.
“Housemates form a community,” said Olivia Oliver,
Program Supervisor, Apartment Treatment Program. “When
someone comes in, it changes the character of the house.
Eugene is a good fit. We’re impressed with him and looking
forward to how he progresses and what he does in the future.”
While Eugene is proving to be a wonderful housemate, he has overcome some tough
periods in life. Before coming to Federation, he had been in the hospital for 13 months.
With Federation’s support, he is learning important problem-solving skills that are
helping him become more independent each day.

“For many individuals, this is about having an opportunity to be independent,” said
Oliver. “Eugene is benefiting from this environment, as he now has the freedom to be
creative and figure things out for himself.”

Thank you to all who attended and sponsored our Volunteer Recognition
Luncheon! It was an amazing day honoring the accomplishments of our Foster
Grandparent and Senior Companion Volunteers.
Special thanks to our event sponsors!

Visit our website to purchase tickets or sponsorships!
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